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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The “Big Data architecture Document” will report on the activities performed for the A-REL in tasks 2.1 and
2.2. The present deliverable includes a description of the three platforms that have been developed by the
partners, sharing the same foundation with the following common layers:






Data Source Layer
Data Staging Layer
Data Storage Layer
Data Analytic Layer
Data Presentation Layer

A detailed explanation of the three platforms at layer and component level is provided. Moreover, the three
platforms are compared at layer level. Additionally, a benchmark is provided for one of them and a set of
Performance KPIs are defined and evaluated.
Close to the benchmarks, another idea to enrich the platforms was to investigate data lakes and ‘semantic’
data lakes. Regarding the data lake part, products like Greenplum and Elasticsearch have been integrated to
facilitate data exploration. Regarding “semantic” data lake, instead of using graph databases (like GraphDB
or Neo4j), current works and current tendencies (in particular thanks to deep learning) consist in the
integration of structured information directly in the models, and not in ontologies. Two kinds of works are
currently performed to enrich prediction models using structured data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The present document constitutes the Deliverable D2.2 “Big data Analytics Architecture” in the framework
of the WP2 Business Analytics, Task 2.2 - Big Data architecture for Business Analytics and Task 2.1 –
Ontologies & Specifications. The main outcome of Ontologies and Specifications for the A-REL is to provide
the ontologies associated to the Bottom Up Uses cases and for the BA architecture for the A-REL is the
analysis of real data coming from different sources whether they are open source or not. This fact is
important to give to the external sources, like transportation operators, a better vision about the evolution
of the European mobility. The consequence of it is a modification on the services offered to the traveller
making so more attractive its experience.
As decided in CREL, Business Analytics was designed as a distributed infrastructure environment composed
by different layers. The partners set up their own architecture and environment, but all of them shared the
same approach in terms of the layers that were identified by the involved partners. Each of the partners
develops a different implementation for each layer.
For the C-REL, initial benchmarks were performed that allowed integrating new components to enrich the
platforms and for the A-REL, new works have been done regarding data lakes and ‘semantic’ data lakes. As
the three platforms have already been implemented. The next steps will be to integrate them in the Operator
Portal to offer operators a unified view of the Business Analytics results.
The document has the following structure:




Specifications and ontologies to align the architecture with other IP4 components
Common architecture, existing platforms and operator portal
Platform enrichment based on benchmarks and data lake investigation

The present deliverable will illustrate the architecture adopted by the S2R-IP4 ecosystem. Moreover, this
document also shows the data analysis and the implementation of advanced machine learning algorithms
and deep learning techniques. With this implementation, in comparison with traditional Business Intelligence
(BI) approaches more business value is provided. At the end of the CONNECTIVE project, the outcome will be
to answer the three main questions which BA need to answer (Figure 1):
1. Descriptive Analytics: It provides insight from what happened in the past and why
2. Predictive Analytics: it provides an estimation of what will happen in the future if actual behaviour
continues
3. Prescriptive Analytics: It provides the best possible actions and decision that can be carried out
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Figure 1. BA outcome of the connective project

It is worth mentioning that an intermediate version was delivered before the official submission date to allow
reviewers to evaluate the results the Reporting Period that covered 2019. The current version completes the
previous one and takes into account the reviewer´s comments (in Table Table 7 with the comments and how
the project tackled them is included at the end of the document).
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1.1
Acronyms
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ARIMA

LIST OF ACRONYMS

Meaning
Alpha Release
Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average

BA

Business Analytics

BT

Booking and Ticketing

CPU

Central Processing Unit

CREL

Core Release

ETL

Extract, Transform and Load

FREL

Final Release

GPU

Graphics Processing Unit

GTFS

General Transit Feed Specification

HDFS

Hadoop Distributed File System

IT

Information Technology

IF

Interoperability Framework

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

ML

Machine Learning

S2R

Shift to rail

TC

Travel companion

TD

Technology Demonstrator

TS

Travel Shopping

TSP

Transport Service Provider

TT

Trip Tracking

WP

Work Package
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2. SPECIFICATIONS AND ONTOLOGIES
2.1

INTRODUCTION

For the CREL, initial specifications were performed to model Business Analytics inside S2R-IP4 Ecosystem. this
purpose, the Capella Model has been adopted in all Shift2Rail IP4 projects as a solution for model-based
systems engineering. It provides a process and tools for graphical modelling of systems, hardware or software
architecture.
Capella model process is iterative and allows to describe the system in different steps:



System analysis with the description of missions and capabilities and interactions of the system with
external actors;
Logical architecture with the description of components and functional scenarios.

The CREL specifications are still applied for the AREL. However, they are included in this document with an
extended explanation of the sequence diagrams to answer the comment from the reviewer.
Regarding the ontology for Business Analytics, the works will be refined once:



First results will have been produced for each use case, allowing comparison between the use cases
regarding KPIs and model results.
Initial works to integrate the different platforms in the Operator portal

2.2

SPECIFICATIONS

System analysis: mission and capabilities
This description aims to define the actors, and how they interact with Business Analytics. The following actors
are identified:
 Traveller (via the Travel Companion application);
 Transport Service Provider (TSP);
 Business Analyst.
Interactions between Business Analytics and the actors allow defining four main capabilities (see ¡Error! No
se encuentra el origen de la referencia. below):





Understand & synthesize data: Describe the data and extract information from it;
Decision support: Propose optimisation from the current data and help to understand the impact of
a change;
Prediction: Build learning algorithms to predict outcome in a given situation;
Visualise and explore: Present the data and the result of the other capabilities.
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Figure 2. Business Analytics Missions and Capabilities

Logical Architecture
Once actors, missions and capabilities defining interactions between the actors and the Business Analytics
system are defined, the next step is to define the components of the system.
These components include:







BA Portal: This component is the point of entry for the business analyst. It’s the tool, which he uses
to enter his command and launch the algorithms & visualizations.
Data Management Engine: This component has all functions dedicated to the pre-processing of the
data and its storage.
o ETL: This component is responsible for all functions for dataset manipulation: loading,
filtering, fusion and storing.
o Data generator: This component is responsible for all functions dedicated to creating a new
dataset, mainly from simulators and data generation algorithms.
o Anonymiser: This component is responsible for all functions dedicated to the anonymization
of personal data.
Analytics Engine: This component has all functions which create new information to a dataset,
extracting it from the current variables.
o Predictive Engine: This component is responsible for all functions dedicated to creating
models from a dataset (learning) and applying it to another one (predict).
o Prescriptive Engine: This component is responsible for all functions dedicated to decision
support: optimisation algorithms, what-if analysis.
o Descriptive Engine: This component is responsible for all functions dedicated to describing
the dataset: KPIs, profiling.
Visualisation Engine: This Component has all functions related to displaying the results of the
analysis.
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o
o

Dashboard Engine: State-of-the-art visualisations with dashboards.
Virtual Reality Engine: the 3D engine that creates 3D view of the data in a virtual
environment.
These components are described in the Hierarchy of Business Analytics components (¡Error! No se
encuentra el origen de la referencia.) and Business Analytics components (¡Error! No se encuentra el
origen de la referencia.).

Figure 3. Hierarchy of Business Analytics components

Figure 4. Business Analytics components
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Figure 5 represents the interactions between Business Analytics and external elements: the Business
Analyst and the Transport service provider. The Traveller is not considered as external as the information
we can have on him come either via the Transport service provider (with a travel card for example) or he
is inside the Shift2Rail system as a user of the Travel Companion.

Figure 5. Interactions between Business Analytics and external components
The exchange scenarios describe the basic way of how components interact to perform Business Analytics
work. A general procedure that can be adapted depending on the needs and requirements of the
particular use case is described. The scenarios presented here are generic ones, describing the basic
workflow an analyst will do if everything went perfect on an imaginary dataset.
Three scenarios are defined:
1. Pre-processing scenario;
2. Machine Learning (ML) scenario;
3. KPI scenario.
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2.2.2.1

Pre-processing scenario

This scenario presents the first steps that the analyst will do with a dataset. It comprises the following
sequence of tasks: 1) get raw data, 2) clean dataset, 3)fusion datasets, 4) anonymize dataset and 5) store
processed dataset. First, the raw data is extracted from the source or multiple and different types of source
database from the TSPs (get raw data set). Following that, the extracted data is modified applying a set of
transformations and business rules (mapping NULLs, remove duplicates, format revision, key restructuring,
filtering, slicing, splitting columns, aggregation, etc.) with the aim of homogenizing and make the variables
of interest vary in the same range, eliminating inconsistencies, wrong values or values out of scope.
With this, the extracted data is converted into the form it needs to be to proceed with the following stages.
After that, the transformed data will be enriched by combining it with other data (fusion datasets). Then, the
resulting data sets will be anonymized anonymize dataset). Finally, the anonymous dataset will be stored for
future use (store processed dataset). The sequence diagram associated with this scenario is presented in
¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. below.

Figure 6: Sequence diagram for the pre-processing scenario
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2.2.2.2

Machine learning (ML) scenario

This scenario is a simple way to test a ML algorithm. In this scenario, is carried out the following sequence of
tasks: 1) get learn data, 2) create model and 3) validate the model. First, the data used for training the ML
machine learning models (linear models, ensemble models, etc.) is loaded in memory. This data has been
previously cleaned and prepared so it does not require pre-processing tasks. This data set will be split in two
parts, one for the training of the machine learning model (train data set) and one to validate the model (test
data set).
Following that, one or several ML models will be fitted to the training data set, defining which columns are
the input features (day of the week, hour, location, number of scheduled travel itineraries, etc.) and which is
the target variable (travel sales, passengers flow, delay time, etc.) The result from this step is the optimal
hyper-parameters of the model that best fit the training data. After that, the trained model will be tested by
doing a prediction with the input features of the test data set and comparing the prediction results with the
target variable of the test data set. The comparison will be carried out by calculating a set of predictive
metrics (according to the type of ML problem: whether regression or classification). Finally, the prediction
results will be represented by employing a visualization tool for better evaluation (i.e. if the prediction is
passengers flow over a period, comparing the predicted pattern with the real pattern). The sequence diagram
associated to this scenario is presented in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Sequence diagram for ML scenario
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2.2.2.3

KPIs Scenario

This scenario shows how to load the pre-processed data, compute the business KPIs and show them with the
data on a dashboard. The list of KPIs will be specified by each use case in particular. Nevertheless, some
common and global KPIs can be defined that consider with the general behaviour of a mobility or transport
problem (such as the number of passengers/users/travellers in a certain period of time). The sequence
diagram associated to this scenario is presented in Figure 8 below.

Figure 8: Sequence diagram for KPIs scenario
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2.3

ONTOLOGIES, DATA DESCRIPTION AND DATA QUALITY

Based on the different use cases that are currently developed, an ontology has been created for each use
case to help to identify common parts between the different use cases. A global ontology will be built for the
F-REL, merging the different ontologies that will continue to be enriched. Moreover, a data description is
defined to ensure data quality and to facilitate ML works.
Therefore the inputs for BA platform will have to respect the data description

2.3.1 Ontologies
2.3.1.1

Public transport bus services Use Case Ontology

Table 2 shows the ontology for the Indra Use case, indicates the identifier of each ontology term, the
equivalent term in GTFS (General Transit Feed Specification) terminology, the affected database fields, a
description of the term and the relations with other terms (including cardinality).
Table 2: Indra Ontology
Relations

Ontology
Id

GTFS

DDBB fields

Description

Term
1

zone

-

zna_id,
zna_description
par_id,
par_description

2

bus stop

stop_id

lin_idlin,
lin_nom,

Identify a region in which the
same fare is applied
Identification of a point where
the bus makes a stop in the
route

Identify the set of bus stops
which compound a bus route

lin_desc

3

bus route/line

route_id

expedicion

4

Bus coach

Bus vehicle

7
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bus stop

(1:n)

zone

(1:1)

bus route/line

(1:n)

bus
path/itinerary

(1:n)

bus
path/itinerary

(1:2)

Bus coach

(1:n)

Bus vehicle

(1:n)

Bus stop

(1:n)

Bus stop

(1:n)

Bus coach

(1:n)

Bus vehicle

(1:n)

Bus route/line

(1:1)

Identify the driver of the bus

Bus route/line

(n:n)

Bus vehicle

(n:1)

Bus route/line

(n:1)

Bus coach

(1:n)

Sale/validation

(1:n)

Bus,

6

Identify a sequence of bus stops
(the direction of the route)

trip_id

Conductor

5

Cardinality

codigo_linea

hoja_ruta,

bus
path/itinerary

Ontology Term

-

kilometros, matricula

Identify the bus vehicle
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Tagging
device/card
reader
8
Bus
sale/validation

transfers

Identify the device used to
validate the trip with the travel
card

Bus vehicle

(1:1)

Bus route/line

(1:n)

Numbilletes, idtitulo,

It is the transaction of validating
with a travel transport card or
the issue of a bus ticket in a
given date

Bus route/line

(1:1)

fare

(1:1)

Identify the realization of one
bus trip

fare

(1:n)

Sale/validation

(1:1)

bus route/line

(1:1)

Bus trip

(1:1)

Bus stop

(1:1)

Bus route/line

(1:n)

Destination

(1:1)

Identify the bus stop in which
the traveller get off. This
information has to be estimated
based on the bus ticket sales
which destination is the end of
the bus path/itinerary

Bus
path/itinerary

(1:1)

Identify the fare applied to a
sale

Bus/route/line

(1:n)

Bus vehicle

(1:n)

Bus route/line

(1:n)

fecha_venta, id

fecha_viaje

9
Bus service

service_id

Origen

10

Origin/departure

origin_id

destino

11

12

Maquina, desc_tipoop,
numero_serie_billete,
id_operacion

Destination

destination_id

fare

fare_id

tar_codi,
tar_nomb
Empresa,

13
Operator

agency_name
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concesion

Identify the bus stop where the
traveller gets on, is associated
with the bus stop in which the
traveller tag in the card or
where the traveller buy a bus
ticket with cash

Identify the company
operates the bus fleet

that
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2.3.1.2

Smart Operational Control Centres Use Case Ontology

The ontology is described in two parts:



The first part represents the structure of the network and it can be seen as a generalisation of
GTFS format (Figure 9)
The second part represents the data that can be collected to explain the context and the demand
(Figure 10)

Figure 9: Ontology for public transportation (scheduling)
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Figure 10: Ontology for public transportation (Observation)

2.3.1.3

Maintenance activities/assets degradation impacts mitigation Use Case
Ontology
Relations

Id

Ontology Term

DDBB fields

Description
Ontology Term

Cardinality

1

Maintenance
intervention

Id, Priority, Deadline,
Section, Duration

Identify the set of maintenance
intervention to be performed

-

-

2

Node

Id, Incoming demand,
Outgoing
demand,
Coordinate, Type

Identify the set of the entire
network node. This location is Bus,
Metro or Train stop.

-

-

3

Link

Id, Origin, Destination,
Distance, Travel time,
Capacity, Type

Identification of the entire network
link that is the physical connection
between two nodes.

Node

(1:2)

Maintenance

(1:n)

-

-

4

Passenger demand

Bidimensional Matrix
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Identify the demand matrix. It
contains the number of people that
need to move between two nodes.
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2.3.2 Data Description
To ensure a minimum in terms of data quality, it has been decided to have a common data description
standard. The data description will use the “JSON” format. A first proposition was done for the CREL and
is refined during the project lifetime.
Two drivers guide the definition of this data description standard:


The main driver is to be able to prepare the data for the visualisation task. When you put a
dataset into a dashboard to explore it, you have to tell the dashboard how to use and parse each
variable. With the data description that is proposed here, a dashboard can filter, pre-process and
propose only the useful fields when creating widgets. It is particularly useful when the user does
not have access to a keyboard (like for virtual reality).



The second driver is to define some fields to check that the data conforms to the description (is
there any missing values?), so it can be also used to check the dataset integrity.

The current structure contains:








Root node: an array of object, each object is a variable description.
Variable object description common fields (default value if not present):
o name: string (“”)
o idx: int (0)
o type: string {int, float, string}
o nullable: bool (true)
o null_values: array (empty array)
o unit: string {iso format for measures, "date:DDyymmm" for string-based date, latitude,
longitude, …} (“”)
o is_id: bool (false)
o is_useful: bool (true)
o learning: string {learn, oracle} (null)
o time: string {instant, period_begin, period_end} (null)
o position: string {latitude, longitude, geojson, relative, latitude_start, longitude_start,
relative_start, latitude_end, longitude_end, relative_end} (null)
o relation: string (“”)
o update_interval: int (0)
Variable object description fields for int/float:
o min: float (-oo)
o max: float (+oo)
o scale: {linear, log, exp} (linear)
Variable object description fields for string:
o values: array of strings (empty array)
Explanation of each field:
o name: it’s the label of the variable.
o Idx: it’s the index of this variable if they are ordered in the dataset.
o type: it’s the type of the field, for parsing it if needed. Int is an arbitrarily large integer type
(long in most languages), a float is an arbitrary large float type (double in most languages)
o nullable: if this field can be null/absent / have no value
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o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o

o
o
o

o

null_values: array which contains the nullable values. If these values are string and the
type isn’t a string, the comparison has to be done before parsing.
unit: the name of the variable’s unit of measure. The standard measure should follow the
iso format for parsing convenience (no ‘°c’ but ‘°C’). For the string-based dates, the
org.joda.time.format.DateTimeFormat is used, with the string ‘date:’ before. For a
timestamp-based date-time, the iso unit: ‘s’ or ‘ms’ is used.
is_id: true if the field is used as an id for the row. SO it shouldn’t be used for analysis.
is_useful: false if the field should be ignored (like a description field, or a field that should
be filtered out)
learning: ‘learn’ If the field has been identified as a candidate for learning: it’s a data we
have easily and can be used as input. ‘predict’ if it’s a data we want to predict, as it’s
difficult or impossible to obtain this value in the general case.
time: To distinguish between an instant and a field that is used to identify a boundary of
a period.
position: If the variable is used to position the row, how to interpret it, like the ‘time’ field
but for 1d or 2d position instead of time position.
relation: What this variable describes. Example: if it is a time: instant, these fields may
have ‘row’ if it’s describing the time of the row. If it is a position: relative_start, and
relation: width and another variable are with position: relative_end, and relation: width,
this variable and the other one are describing the interval of the ‘width’ (whatever it is).
The content of this field is a descriptive string, for displaying and linking intervals together.
‘row’ has a special meaning as it’s referring to the row/observation, where it’s stored, and
so can be used to place the observation on a timeline or a map automatically in a
visualisation.
update_interval: how frequent this variable is updated in the dataset. Example: 3600 for
a temperature variable that is updated every hour, even if we have a row for every checkin. 0 mean “real-time”.
min: For a numeric variable, the minimum value (included) that this field can take
max: For a numeric variable, the minimum value (excluded if it’s an int) that this field can
take
scale: For a numeric variable, how the value should be understood. Example: the decibel
is in log scale. We can tag a variable ‘number of view” as exp, because we want the
visualisation to be able to understand that it’s maybe more useful to display it in a log
scale. It can also be used by an analytic algorithm, as some field may be more informative
in a exp/log scale.
values: for a string variable, the possible values it can have. If not present or empty, it
means that there are no limits (it’s not an enumeration).

An example of this ontology is described in the following json example:

Figure 11: Example of json file data structure
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A standard has also been proposed for dataset description. The data can be stored in many databases and
many formats. In the end, it is a matrix, one observation per line with a value for each variable (column). As
there are many more lines than variables, that is the lines that are stored into the database. As some
databases (like CSV files) do not store enough information about the variables, a “variable description”
ontology will be created, which can be passed with the lines to propagate the information. In the end, the
dataset is composed by an array of lines and a set of “description header”, 1 per variable.
The dataset description is described in the figure below.

Figure 12: Data Set description

2.3.3 Data pre-processing and data quality
In order to unify the data coming from different TSPs with different information systems, a data
standardisation approach needs to be defined and applied. In this context, there will be a large amount of
data that comes from different sources (such as sensors of ticketing machines). Such raw data is often not
directly usable as it is not properly prepared.
Data standardisation will be carried out in the pre-processing scenario of the logical architecture and
comprise a set of operations, transformations and rules applied to the different raw datasets coming from
different sources (TSPs). For integrity, original data values must be conserved to obtain real insights and make
right decision supported in data (Truth needs to remain in the data).
The main goal of this procedure is to transform the raw data in useful and reliable curated data and so as to
guarantee the highest possible data quality for the subsequent process. Moreover, the purpose is to make
comparable the different data sets to make comparable the different transport variables. Poor data quality
negatively affects many data processing efforts; therefore, data quality is considered a necessary condition
for machine learning tasks.
The list below represents some examples of data quality problem:


Data Noise: refers to the modification of original values.
o Outliers
o Duplicated records
o Data type coherence
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o Nulls/Nan presence
Wrong data: refers to values of the data out of context:
o Data inconsistencies (e.g.: float values where the expected timestamp
Missing data: refers to the absence of data due to many causes: malfunctioning equipment, changes
in experimental design, collation of different data sources. Two possibilities:
o Discard records with missing data
o Fill records with missing data for expected values or similar values from similar instances.
Duplicate data: refers to observations or instances that are duplicates. Represent a major issue when
merging data from multiple heterogeneous sources.

In this context, it has defined a pipeline for standardized data pre-processing which provides methods in
several methodical steps that deal with the data quality problems:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Data cleaning
Data Transformation
Data Reduction
Data Enrichment/Augmentation

2.3.3.1

Data Cleaning

This step includes all the operations that deal with data quality
a) Values out of range: anomaly detection, outliers detection)
b) Duplicated records: detection and drop one of them
c) Data type coherence: Registers with incorrect data format (e.g.: expected timestamp, float provided,
or negative values for non-negative columns)
d) Filtering: Unique values/ distribution analysis and filters application
e) Fill missing values (NULL values, mean values, or linear regression/interpolation). There are various
ways to do this task. It can be filled by attribute mean or the most probable value or by interpolating
/linear regression.

2.3.3.2

Data Transformation

This step includes operations to transform data in an appropriate format suitable for machine learning
tasks.
a) Normalisation: scale the data values in a specified range (-1.0 to 1.0 or 0.0 to 1.0) for better
comparison. Most frequent normalisation is min-max [0, 1], which is done by subtracting min
value and dividing by the range (max value – min value).
b) Standardisation: scale data in (-1, 1) with a mean close to 0 and unitary standard deviation by
subtracting mean value and dividing by standard deviation. Is a type of normalisation that use
standard score (Z-score). Used when minimums and maximums are not known (i.e., expect data
in the future but want consistency).
c) Data Type conversion
I.
Coding categorical/nominal: map categorical data to numeric equivalent. (e.g.: Red=zero
Black=4). There must be a meaning between categorical and numeric values, test if an
average of these numbers makes sense. (One hot encoding)
II.
Discretization: map numeric data to nominal data. A potentially infinite number of values
are mapped into a small number of categories. Discretization is commonly used in
classification. Many classification algorithms work best if both the independent and
dependent variables have only a few values.
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III.

Binarization: Map a continuous or categorical attribute into one or more binary variables.
Often convert a continuous attribute to a categorical attribute and then convert a
categorical attribute to a set of binary attributes. Association analysis needs asymmetric
binary attributes

2.3.3.3

Data Reduction

When dimensionality increases, data becomes increasingly sparse (many values equal to zero) in the space
that it occupies (the curse of dimensionality) and working with large data volumes and high-dimensional
data sets may results computationally intractable (time execution and memory required) and noneconomical efficient, even with high-performance infrastructures. Therefore, to increase the storage and
computational efficiency and minimize the corresponding economical cost, a set of dimensionality
reduction operations are applied in order to reduce the volume of the curated high-dimensional data
preserving the maximum information of the original data and obtaining a reduced-dimension data set
which keeps the original meaningful properties.
a) Data Aggregation
I.
Time aggregation/resampling at different resolutions (e.g.: transactions that are
produced every 30 secs are aggregated to 5 min time resolution by mean value or by
sum)
II.
Data Grouping: refers to group data by common features (e.g.: group sales transaction
by a train station)
III.
Data Clustering: refers to find groups of data that share similarities.
b) Data Sampling (reduce rows): Processing the entire dataset may be too expensive or timeconsuming, or not possible due to memory size. Using a sample will work almost as well as using
the entire data set if the sample is representative. A sample is representative if it has
approximately the same properties (of interest) as the original set of data
a) Feature selection: It refers to identify relevant features or attributes (according to the machinelearning problem) which contain much or all of the information, and discard redundant features,
which contain no information useful for the machine learning tasks. Relevant features can be
identified based on relevance or correlation with target feature or level of significance and p-value
(features with a p-value greater than significance level can be discarded)
b) Dimensionality reduction: refers to techniques such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), Factor Analysis (correlation-based), Non-Negative matrix
factorization (NMF) or (Independent Component Analysis, ICA)

2.3.3.4

Data Enrichment/Augmentation

a. Feature creation: Create new features based on existing features, by combining two or more
attributes (mass and volume) into a single attribute (density), the definition of ratios (KPIs)
or mapping data to new space (Fourier, wavelet analysis, bilinear transformation)
b. Adding endogenous (external) variables (e.g.: weather, open data, etc.)
c. Create synthetic data based on curated data Monte Carlo Methods or Markov Chains.
The result of the data pre-processing is a curated data set that can be used in the ML scenario of the logical
architecture.
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3
3.3

CONNECTIVE ARCHITECTURE

INTRODUCTION: BUSINESS ANALYTICS ARCHITECTURE LAYERS

In CREL, Business Analytics within the CONNECTIVE project has different distributed architectures depending
on the areas of interest that BA will take into consideration. This distributed environment is a necessary fact
for the different use cases that each of the actors involved will focus on the development. The development
of the use cases does not influence a coherent global vision of what the architecture is.
CONNECTIVE architecture is defined by a set of different layers (Figure 13) which represents specific key tasks
of the business analytics process. These architecture layers are common for the entire infrastructure involved
but the software or the technology adopted by the different partners to build each layer can be different.
The architecture layers are the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Data Source Layer
Data Staging/Ingest Layer
Data Storage Layer
Data Analytics Layer
Data Visualization Layer

Figure 13: Common CONNECTIVE architecture layers

3.3.1 Data Source Layer
The first layer represents the different data sources that feed the Business Analytic module. Different types
of data sources can be compose the data source layer: private/public or open Relational Data Base (SQL,
PostgreSQL, Microsoft SQL) non-relational database or NoSQL (Cassandra, MongoDB, CouchDB, Neo4j),
local/remote HTTP/FTP-based repositories with unstructured plain text files (*CSV, *txt or *XLS), semistructured (*XML, *JSON or *YAML) or structured (*HDF, *AVRO, *ORC or *parquet).

3.3.2 Data Staging Layer
The second layer performs a process called ETL and stands for Extraction, Transformation and Loading, which
are the three main task carried out to connect the data source layer with the data storage layer. Extraction
is the process of identifying and collecting relevant information from different data sources. This task is
required to select data with significant impact and relevant so contributed to the support of the decisionmaking process of operators and travellers. Then, the data is transformed and cleaned, which consist of
applying a set of predefined business rules (such as aggregation functions) in such a way that resulting data
adopts consistent formats for reporting and analysis. Finally, the resulting data is loaded into the Data Storage
layer. Data staging tasks can be performed in real-time processing mode if the data source is gathering
continuously data, or in batch processing mode, if the data source consist of historic static registers/backup.
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3.3.3 Data Storage
The third layer corresponds with the data storage and represents the location where data is recorded. In this
layer, may exist three types of entities, based on scope and functionality: Operational Data Store (ODS), Data
Warehouse (DW) and Data Mart (DM) as illustrated in Figure 14¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la
referencia.. The ODS is a central repository that provides a snapshot of the latest state from the different
data sources. DW is a central repository of integrated data from the different data sources through the ETL
process, so the historical data is stored in a single place. ODS and DW differ in the size and scope of the
queries performed (simple on small data sets in ODS, complex on large data sets in DW) and the fact that
ODS only deals with the current state of the data sources, not with historic registers. DMs are a subset of the
DW and are usually oriented to a specific business analytics team, therefore unlike DW, the information
stored in the DMs is accessed from one single team. DM improve end-user response time by allowing users
to have access to the specific type of data they need to view most often by providing the data in a way that
supports the collective view of a group of users.

Figure 14: Data Storage layer composition

3.3.4 Data Analytics
The fourth layer corresponds with the set of tools, framework or platform which enables the business
analytics users to perform the descriptive, predictive and prescriptive analytics. Business Analytics users
access to this layer and perform the analytics tasks on the data stored in the data storage layer (either in the
DMs or DW) obtaining the output of the enrichment process and extracting business value from the data.
This layer supports the data visualization layer.

3.3.5 Data Visualization layer
The final layer is the interface with the end-users both travellers as transport operators and contains the
information obtained from the analytics procedure that generates business value. This layer is composed of
a set of diverse charts and graphs compositions defined as dashboards that display valuable information, KPIs
and support the decision-making process of the end-user.
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3.4

INDRA PLATFORM

Figure 15 shows the layout of the components of Indra’s Business Analytics architecture. On the top of the
figure, it is indicated the section, which corresponds to each of the different layers, defined for the
architecture. Moreover, the data flow is denoted with a wide arrow meanwhile code flow (version control
repositories) is drawn with a narrow arrow and it is indicated the tools and technology used in each layer and
the changes and improvements respect to the previous version of the deliverable ref [4].

Figure 15: Indra’s BA architecture platform

3.4.1 Data Source Layer
This layer corresponds with the transactional database of the interurban bus public operator in Madrid
Interbus where the original data is stored. In particular, it involves a relational database (SQL) which consist
of a set of tables (lines, bus stops, fares and ticketing sales) that hosts all the Interbus’ sales transactions of
2019 as well as the information related to the bus lines organization, bus stops and fares.

3.4.2 Data Staging Layer
This layer consists of the transfer and integration of the original data into the Data Storage layer through an
ETL process. This layer can be divided into two sub-layers regarding the speed of the data processing: batchprocessing mode and real-time processing mode.
In the current state of the architecture, only batch-processing is considered since the data source is static
and there is no ingestion of new data in real-time. Therefore, in batch-processing mode, first, the data is
extracted from the transactional database of the bus operator. Then data is transformed by means of
applying a set of business rules over the database columns (for instance, replacing the line code that identify
a bus line with the name of the lane, which is more useful). Finally, the resulting tables are loaded into the
analytics-oriented database Pivotal Greenplum. Respect to the previous version of the deliverable ref[4],
Talend Open Studio is still being used to carry out the batch-processing data ingestion operation. Talend is
an open-source tool for big data integration reported in the 2019 Gartner Magic Quadrant. For streaming
processing, spark streaming will be used as the tool to process live data streams. Data will be collected using
an Android API rest and ingested to a Kafka topic, then ingested to the spark stream, as indicated in Figure
16. Data ingested can be processed using complex algorithms expressed in high-level functions such as
mapping, reducing and joining. Finally, the processed data is pushed out to Greemplum database or directly
to the superset dashboards.
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Figure 16: Indra’s BA streaming analytics

3.4.3 Data Storage Layer
This layer corresponds with the place where data is stored. Respect to the document ref [3], PostgreSQL
database has fully substituted by the analytics-oriented Pivotal Greenplum database. Greenplum combines
the advantage of the PostgreSQL dataset with the parallel computing power of a distributed database. This
kind of database, unlike other relational databases, supports in-database analytics and offers massively
parallel processing power, which makes it the ideal database for analytics at scale (Figure 17). Moreover, it is
powered by an advanced cost-based query optimizer, which allows a high analytical query performance on
large data volumes. It is based on an architecture providing automatic parallelisation of all data. Additionally,
the syntax of the queries is very similar to PostgreSQL, which facilitates the work for SQL users.

Figure 17: Pivotal Greemplum DDBB Architecture
Greenplum database has been deployed in a Docker container within a public Azure cloud server (Figure
18¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.). The cloud services acquired count with up to eight
cores of power computing capacity, 64GB of RAM and 2TB of storage capacity. The Docker container runs
directly on top of the host operative system of the server, which is Linux, based (CentOS). Additionally, other
appliances are loaded into the same server employing Docker containers, for instance, Apache Superset.
Within the Docker image, Greenplum stores and processes a large amount of data by distributing the data
processing workload across several servers or host. Therefore, Greenplum is configured as an array of
individual PostgreSQL-based databased working together to present a single database image.
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In this configuration, there is a “Master” to which BA users connect and submit SQL queries. This master
coordinates the work of the “segments” which store and process the data. The adopted configuration
consists of one single Greenplum master and two Greenplum segments. When a user connects to the
database via the Greenplum master and issues a query, processes are created in each Greenplum segment
to handle the work of that query. Segments run on “segment hosts”. A segment host typically executes from
two to eight Greenplum segments, depending on the CPU cores, RAM, storage, network interfaces, and
workloads. Segment hosts are expected to be identically configured. The key to obtaining the best
performance from Greenplum Database is to distribute data and workloads evenly across a large number of
equally capable segments so that all segments begin working on a task simultaneously and complete their
work at the same time.

Figure 18: Data Storage Layer composition

3.4.4 Data Analytics Layer
In this layer, the descriptive, predictive and prescriptive analytics are performed. For that purpose, the
Apache MADlib library has been chosen and represent one of the new characteristics incorporated to the
architecture respect to the indicated in the document ref [4]. MADlib is an open-source library for scalable
in-database analytics and consists of a set of SQL-based machine learning and deep learning functions as well
as statistical methods. Among others, MADlib includes: descriptive statistics, hypothesis testing, variables
encoding, model selection such as Cross-Validation (CV), supervised learning (regression methods, random
forest or Neural Networks), unsupervised learning (K-means clustering or Principal Component Analysis (PAC)
for dimensionality reduction) and time series analysis through ARIMA models. These functions run within the
database engine, which means that the data is not exported/imported to other analytics tools, instead all
model computation is one in the database. To use MADlib functions, two approaches have been used (Figure
19¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.)


SQLalchemy, a Python library that allows performing the required SQL queries to operate with the
MADlib functions and the data stored in the Greenplum database within a python environment.



PivotalR, which is an R library that allows using MADlib functions within R studio environment and
the flexibility of R language.

90% of the work has been done with the python-based approach using PyCharm as development IDLE and
Jupyter Notebooks as easy-reproducibility and team working tool. On the other hand, only 10% of the
analytics workout has been done in the R-based approach, mainly in Exploratory Data Analysis tasks. Note
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that the data is always within the data storage layer (cloud environment) meanwhile in the desktop
environment only is coded the queries that use the MADlib functions. This is an important remark, since it is
not possible to handle the large amount of data that is stored in the data storage layer (at least with regular
computers with 16GB RAM) in desktop memory. In fact, it has been found that the maximum data set that a
desktop environment can handle is a dataset with 100 million of observations from 10 features either
numerical or categorical (i.e. a data set of size 108 x 10). In contrast, MADlib running on top of the Greenplum
database is capable to handle very large SQL tables smoothly and quickly. With the combination Greenplum
database and MADlib is possible to train, test, and deploy advanced algorithms such as multi-layer
perceptron and convolutional neural networks in a single language (SQL), reducing the occurrence of errors
when putting models into production at scale.

Figure 19: MADLib interface with Business Analytics users

3.4.5 Data Visualization Layer
The last layer of the business analytics architecture corresponds with the tools used to display the analytics
outcomes. Regarding this, two main solutions have been used, Grafana and Superset. Grafana is an open
solution to create and customize charts and organize them in dashboards. It was the first solution adopted
and reported in document ref [4] at the early stage of the platform. However, due to the poor performance
of Grafana, it was decided to look for another solution. Then, Apache Superset was implemented with success
since the performance obtained was better in comparison with Grafana. Therefore, it was decided to set
Superset as the main data visualization tool. In addition to the performance improvement, Superset allows a
faster and intuitive way of creation of dashboards and offers a wider selection of charts without the need to
install additional plugins or libraries (as it is required in Grafana). In Superset, it is defined as the source as
the exemplum database where the descriptive and predictive models are stored in SQL tables.
Besides, Data Staging and Data Analytics layers share the version control logic, in which an Atlassian
Bitbucket code repository has been used to track the changes and save the code developed for both the ETL
jobs and the analytics tasks.
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3.5

THALES PLATFORM

The enriched architecture of the THALES Business Analytics platform is shown in Figure 20, and the selected
components integrated with the different layers are then described.

Figure 20: Thales BA architecture platform and components

3.5.1 Data Source Layer
The Data sources currently used in the Thales data platform are related to Thales use case “Smart”
operational control center. It consists of ticketing data (open data or anonymized data), supervision data
(train timetables and delays and incidents) and contextual data (weather and road traffic). Data are more
precisely described in the use cases section.

3.5.2 Data Staging Layer
The process starts with the extraction and transformation of the data using Pandas.

3.5.3 Data Storage Layer
Once data have been transformed with Pandas, Logstash takes over in order to structure and load the data
to the Elastic server. Elasticsearch allows a quick real-time, storage, searching, and analysis of the big volumes
of data, thus, enabling the Kibana’s quick visualizations and permitting the database analytics module to
efficiently extract, and process the data for automated analysis and running the prediction algorithms.
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For the larger data sets, the Hortonworks Data Platform uses a network of computers to solve problems
involving massive amounts of data and computation. The basis of Hortonworks, Hadoop, consists of a storage
part, known as Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), and a processing part, which is a MapReduce
programming model.

3.5.4 Data Analytics Layer
The data analysis and predictions are achieved using the machine learning libraries Scikit-learn and
Tensorflow with the Keras framework.

3.5.5 Data Visualization Layer
For the visualization, Thales Intends to rely on the stored and processed data to display customized Kibana
dashboards, interactive Kepler maps and engaging Virtual Reality Demos.

3.6

HITACHI RAIL STS PLATFORM

The architecture of the HITACHI RAIL STS Business Analytics platform is shown in Figure 21. The selected
components integrated with the different layers are then described.

Figure 21: HITACHI STS RAIL BA architecture platform and components

3.6.1 Data Source Layer
The data used correspond to three different categories:




Data concerning the structure of the public transport network
Data regarding maintenance operations
Data on passenger flows

These three categories of data represent the main inputs necessary for the algorithms to perform prescriptive
analytics. They are described in the use cases section 2.5 of the document ref [5].
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3.6.2 Data Staging Layer
This section allows to process data from heterogeneous sources such as maintenance operations, structure
of the public transport network or passenger flows with the Pandas Python library.
Pandas is a Python package useful to manage data structures working with “relational” or “labelled” data. It
aims to be the fundamental high-level building block for doing practical, real-world data analysis in Python.
Pandas is well suited for many different kinds of data:





Tabular data with heterogeneously-typed columns, as in an SQL table or MS Excel spreadsheet
Ordered and unordered (not necessarily fixed-frequency) time-series data.
Arbitrary matrix data (homogeneously typed or heterogeneous) with row and column labels
Any other form of observational/statistical data sets.

For our purposes, Pandas was helpful in carrying out the tasks at several stages: munging and cleaning the
data, analyzing/modelling it and organizing the analysis results into a form suitable for processing the
algorithm.

3.6.3 Data Storage Layer
This phase is still under development. For the moment, the data are processed at the data staging level and
directly supplied to the solution algorithms. The only data stored in a DB are those related to maintenance
that comes directly from a database owned by Hitachi but they can be considered as the data source.
Some considerations on the data storage tools that could be used as part of data architecture are the
following:




PostgreSQL is a powerful, open-source object-relational database system that uses and extends the
SQL language combined with many features that safely store and scale the most complicated data
workload. PostgreSQL has earned a strong reputation for its proven architecture, reliability, data
integrity, robust feature set, extensibility, and the dedication of the open-source community behind
the software to consistently deliver performant and innovative solutions. PostgreSQL runs on all
major operating systems, has been ACID-compliant. Additionally, it has powerful add-ons such as the
popular PostGIS geospatial database extender.
Greenplum is an advanced, fully-featured, open-source data platform. It provides powerful and rapid
analytics on petabyte-scale data volumes. Uniquely geared toward big data analytics, Greenplum
database is powered by the world’s most advanced cost-based query optimizer delivering high
analytical query performance on large data volumes. It is based on an architecture providing
automatic parallelization of all data and queries in a scale-out, shared-nothing architecture. It can
scale interactive and batch mode analytics to large datasets in the petabytes without degrading
query performance and throughput. This tool can be very useful in this application to allow initial
processing of the data to be delivered to the algorithm by making queries that simplify the problem
through simplifications, for example, of the network graph considered starting from the real one

3.6.4 Data Analytics Layer
At this level, the prescriptive analytics operations are carried out. The used method was to develop Python
algorithms that allow to provide a solution for the mitigation of the impacts due to maintenance
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interventions based on the data collected in the previous levels. These algorithms are described in details in
use cases Data management Analytics section 4.4.
Anaconda platform was used for the development of the Python scripts. This tool is a powerful scientific
environment written in Python and designed by and for scientists, engineers and data analysts. It offers a
unique combination of the advanced editing, analysis, debugging, and profiling functionality of a
comprehensive development tool with the data exploration, interactive execution, deep inspection, and
beautiful visualization capabilities of a scientific package.
The algorithm, as described in deliverable ref [5], is divided into different sub-problem. The structure is the
following:




For each sub-problem, a standalone script with certain necessary inputs and outputs has been
developed.
A script was developed for reading the multimodal graph.
Finally, a script was needed to join all the components together and manage the exchange of
information between the various sub-problems.

3.6.5 Data Visualization Layer
For the visualization of the data, Hitachi has not yet developed a graphical interface.

3.7

ARCHITECTURE SYNTHESIS

As a synthesis, we propose here the list of all components that have been tested and implemented. The list
is shown in Figure 22 as well as in Table 3.

Data
source

•DB
•Open data

Data
staging

•ETL
•Batch
•Real time

Data
storage

•Meta data
•Data
lake/mart

Data
Analytics

•Descriptive
•Predictive
•Prescriptive

Data
visualization

•Dashboards
•Dynamic
•Virtual
reality

48

Figure 22: Architecture Synthesis of all components tested and implemented
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Table 3: List of components tested and implemented
Layer

Component Version Comment

Data staging

Pandas

0.25.1

High-performance, easy-to-use data structures and data analysis tools.

Data staging

Logstash

7.5.1

Server-side data processing pipeline that ingests data from a multitude of
sources simultaneously, transforms it, and then sends it to your favourite
"stash."

Data Storage

Pivotal
Greemplum

5.28.2

Multi-processing analytics database

Data storage

Elasticsearch

7.5.1

A distributed RESTful search engine.

Data storage

Hortonworks

2.6.5

An open-source platform for Hadoop, Spark, Storm, HBase, Kafka, Hive,
Ambari.

Data storage

OmniSci (aka
MapD)

-

Not retained (licencing issues)
Just tested. Give the idea to test GPU components (see Kepler below)

Data
analytics

Apache
MADlib

1.15.1

Machine learning algorithms and time series

Data
analytics

Python

3.6.9

A general-purpose programming language

Data
analytics

Scikit-learn

0.21.3

A set of python modules for machines learning and data mining

Data
analytics

Tensor flow

1.10.0

An end-to-end open-source platform for machine learning

Data
analytics

Keras

2.2.2

A deep learning API written in Python, running on top of the machinelearning platform TensorFlow.

Data
analytics

Spyder
(Anaconda)

3.3.6
(1.9.7)

Optimization algorithm developed in Python language

Data
visualization

Apache
Superset

0.18.5

Interactive Dashboards

Data
visualization

Plotly

4.11.0

Interactive and portable charts

Data
visualization

Kibana

7.5.1

A browser-based analytics and search dashboard for Elasticsearch.

Data
visualization

Kepler

1.1.12

A data-agnostic, WebGL empowered, a high-performance web
application for geospatial analytic visualizations

Data
visualization

Threejs
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3.8

AN OPERATOR PORTAL TO ACCESS THE DIFFERENT PLATFORMS

The different platforms will be accessible by operators via a unified access point, accessible through the IP4
Operator portal. More information on the Operator Portal is provided in CONN-WP1 deliverables and will be
provided in next versions of the document.
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4

PLATFORM ENRICHMENT
4.1

INTRODUCTION

The different architectures proposed in the previous sections are standard architectures, based on known
and tested components.
For THALES platform, the proposed architecture aims covering different sizes of potential datasets: for
relatively large datasets, an architecture based on Pandas + logstash + elasticsearch can be adequate; for
very huge datasets, we need to add Hortonworks in the architecture in order to use a network of computers
to solve problems involving massive amounts of data and computation. These modular and adaptable
architectures have been proposed and tested with THALES use case.
For INDRA use case, as the use case is directly linked with a customer with requirements regarding
performance, a richer benchmark has been done with INDRA platform.
For each platform, we present also some performance KPIs associated with each platform.
At last, we present in this section new components (since the A-REL), that have been studied and integrated
into the platform:



Pandas to replace PostgreSQL
Kepler to replace OmniSci (aka MapD).

4.2

BENCHMARKS (WITH INDRA PLATFORM)

In this section, it is reported a standard Benchmark of the INDRA Use case platform. In particular, it is
reported a standard benchmark for the Analytic Database Greenplum 5 (tested at 1TB scale). The benchmark
results were obtained using the following hardware requisites:
A cluster consisting of seven worker nodes network each with:




CPU: 2 x Intel Xeon E5-2698 v4 @ 2.20GHz (20 cores)
Storage: 8 x 2TB HDDs
Memory: 256 GB RAM

The reported benchmark corresponds with TPC-DS (Transaction Processing Performance Council -Decision
System) which is a decision support benchmark that models several generally applicable aspects of a decision
support system, including queries and data maintenance. The benchmark provides a representative
evaluation of performance as a general-purpose decision support system. This benchmark result measures
query response time in single-user mode, query throughput in multi-user mode and data maintenance
performance for a given hardware, operating system, and data processing system configuration under a
controlled, complex, multi-user decision support workload. The purpose of TPC benchmarks is to provide
relevant, objective performance data to industry users.
Workload:



Data: TPC-DS 1TB scale factor
Queries: TPC-DS v2.4 77 queries subset (unmodified beyond TPC-DS specification)

Additional SQL-on-Hadoop engines
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Spark SQL 2.4.1
Hive 2.1 with LLAP from HDP 2.5

In Figure 23 and Figure 24, it is shown the comparative results of the benchmark for a single-user and
multiuser benchmark. The first figure plots the total execution time in seconds (red) and the geometric mean
across queries in seconds (blue) that takes to run the 77 queries subset of the TPC-DS benchmark obtained
with Greemplum, Spark and Hive. It can be seen that Greemplum outperforms their rivals

Figure 23: TPC-DS Benchmark 1TB single-user comparative results

Figure 24: TPC-DS Benchmark 1TB multi-user results in comparative results
In Figure 25Figure 24¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. it is shown the results from the multiuser throughput comparison where the same set of 77 unmodified queries are executed in concurrent query
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streams. Each query stream has the queries in random order and each stream use different query
substitution values. Multiple tests are executed, increasing the number of query streams beyond the points
of system saturation and measured throughput across all succeeding queries at each level of concurrency.
Results are provided in terms of the number of queries, and as it can seem, Greemplum outperforms their
rivals with two, four and up to eight streams.

Figure 25: TPC-DS Benchmark 1TB multi-user results in comparative results

4.3

PERFORMANCE KPIS
4.3.1 INDRA KPIs

In Table 4, it is indicated the Performance KPIs for the Indra Use Case Platform. Those performance KPIs are
defined with the aim to study how the platform architecture will behave with the increase of the data size.
In Figure 26 and Figure 27 it is shown the experimental results of those KPIs using synthetic data with different
data size scales.
Table 4: Performance KPIs for INDRA platform
Id

Component

Phase

KPI

Definition

1

Greemplum

Pre-processing

select operation (low
difficult)

select sum variables 1
,3, 4 and group by
features 1, 2 with
different data set sizes*

2

Greemplum

Pre-processing

select operation
(medium difficult)

select mean variables 1,
2, sum variable 3 and
group by feature 1 with
different data set sizes*

3

Greemplum

Pre-processing

select operation (high
difficult)

Select sum variable 1, 2,
3, mean variable 2, 3
and group by features 1,
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2 and 3 with different
data set sizes*
4

Greemplum

Pre-processing

Join operation (low
difficult)

left join by feature 1
with different data set
sizes*

5

Greemplum

Pre-processing

Join operation (medium
difficult)

Inner join by feature 1, 2
with different data set
sizes*

6

Greemplum

Pre-processing

Join operation (high
difficult)

Inner join by feature 1,
2, 3 with different data
set sizes*

7

MADlib + Greemplum

machine learning

regression problem

Time execution
regression problem with
different data set sizes*

8

MADlib + Greemplum

machine learning

classification problem

Time execution
classification problem
with different data set
sizes*

9

Superset + Greemplum

Visualization

time execution
visualization

time execution to
display line chat with
different data set sizes*

Data sets sizes: 10 GB (9 x 200 million rows), 15 GB (9 x300 million rows), 20 GB (9x400 million rows), 25 GB (9x500 million rows)
generated randomly.

Figure 26: Performance KPIs (1-3) results for Greemplum implementation
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Figure 27: Performance KPIs (4-6) results for Greemplum implementation

4.3.2 THALES KPIs
Thales Platform KPIs are indicated in Table 5.
Table 5: Performance KPIs for THALES platform
Id
Phase
1 machine
learning

KPI
Computation time

Definition
Computation time to learn the model

2

machine
learning

RMSE – Root Mean The quadratic mean of the differences between the true series
Square Error
and the predicted series. Absolute error expressed in the same
unit that the true series (#individuals)

3

machine
learning

MAPE
Mean The average ratio of the absolute error between the true and
Absolute Percentage the predicted series, over the true value. It is expressed in
Error
percentage.
Relative error (%)

4

machine
learning

MAE
–
Mean The average ratio of the absolute error between the true and
Absolute Error
the predicted series. It is an absolute error.

4.3.3 HITACHI RAIL STS KPIs
It is important at this stage to indicate performance coefficients that allow to understand the efficiency of
the system in comparison with the size of the network under analysis. The pre-processing phase evaluates
the graph construction performance.
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More generally, the proposed architecture presents particular attention to the algorithm solution processes
for prescriptive analytics. Some of the performance KPI indicated in the table below are specific for the
phases of the algorithm and allow to evaluate the goodness of the solution.
These parameters are essential to understand the performance of the algorithm in finding the first solution
and to observe whether an improvement of it leads to significantly better results or is to be discarded
concerning the necessary processing time
Table 6: Performance KPIs for Hitachi Rail STS platform
Id

Phase

KPI

Definition

1

Preprocessing
Graph Loading

–

Average time for loading Average time necessary to load graph
the graph
according to the network dimension.

2

Preprocessing –
Graph elaboration

Average time for graph Average time necessary to elaborate the data
elaboration
in the correct format for algorithm processing.

3

machine-learning
– the first solution

Average
solution

3

machine-learning
– Improvement of
the solution

Average time to improve Average time to improve the solution
the solution

4

machine-learning
– Improvement of
the solution

Improvement over time

time

for

the Average time for the first solution

Percentage of improvement divided by time to
improve the solution

4.4

NEW COMPONENTS

4.4.1 Data Staging: Pandas Outperforms PostgreSQL
In CREL, HITACHI RAIL STS proposed the Hortonworks Data Platform composed by Apache Hadoop utilities.
For the AREL, different tools for data staging have been evaluated, particularly comparing the utilization of
PostgreSQL DB and Pandas.
The benchmarking that considers computational time and implementation effort was done in order to
choose which could be the best solution that suited our needs. Both the method is applied in a test instance
to compare the result.
Considering the implementation effort, Pandas turns out to be the best because it is a Python library with
many functionalities. In opposite, PostgreSQL needs the implementation of three main phases: DB creation,
DB connections and DB queries.
The performance is depicted in the following Figure 28 and Figure 29, from the point of view of the
computational time. The graphs show mean execution time as a function of the number of rows in the
datasets, using a log-log axis. Three main operations are analyzed, that is selecting columns, joining tables
and loading CSV file.
In conclusion, it can be observed that for instances greater than 10 thousand lines, Pandas guarantees better
performance so for our purposes it is the best choice. Pandas it is an open-source library that takes data and
creates a Python object with rows and columns called data frame very similar to a table.
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Pandas is also a component that has been implemented in Thales platform.

Figure 28: Computational time for selecting columns and joining table

Figure 29: Computational time for loading CSV file

4.4.2 Data Visualization: Kepler visualization based on GPU
In CREL, the benchmark investigation was done by studying new kinds of architecture based on GPU.
Originally designed to render video games, GPUs have evolved into general-purpose computational engines
that excel at performing tasks in parallel. GPUs have thousands of times more cores than CPUs, and many
analytical workloads can be parallelized to take advantage of these resources. As a result, machine learning
libraries, GPU-based databases, and visualization tools have emerged that greatly improve the speed of these
workloads. For the CREL, one component was tested (MapD solution, now named OmniSci). OmniSci business
model has changed and it is no more an open-source solution (for the visualization component). Therefore,
we tested a new component, kepler.gl.
Kepler.gl is a powerful open source geospatial analysis tool for large-scale data sets, making it possible to
investigate trends on various geographical levels, including region, state, city, and county. A variety of maps,
such as points, networks, and choropleths, can be created (or compared) with filters and layering.
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Built on top of Mapbox GL and Deck.gl, Kepler.gl can render millions of points representing thousands of trips
and perform spatial aggregations on the fly. To be able to make a map from data, there needs to be latitudinal
and longitudinal information within your dataset.
Kepler.gl allows you to add multiple layers to your map with the same dataset (or another if you add more
datasets). As illustrated in Figure 30¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia., if you have time
values in your dataset, an interactive timeline with a “Play button” will appear across the bottom of the map.
When the “Play” button is pressed, a line will move across the timeline, showing the amount of information
that you have chosen with the slider at a given moment (all of the points will eventually be displayed). You
can adjust the playback speed at the top right of the timeline. In addition, it is possible to compare map styles
in Kepler.gl through two different methods: Overlapping layers and Dual Map.

Figure 30: Screenshot of Kepler.gl
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5

“SEMANTIC” DATA LAKES
5.1

INTRODUCTION

Another idea to enrich the platforms was to investigate data lakes and ‘semantic’ data lakes. The concept of
a data lake was created in response to problems of traditional data warehouses with strict data models and
data formats that do not fit the big data challenges for streaming and batch applications. Within the data
lake, every data produced by a system is persisted and indexed, without any transformation. Doing this
enables the capacity to access and analyze in an easy way every data produced. It also enables to design
more easily any further application.
With “semantic” data lake, the goal was to take into account structured data (like network information and
more generally ontologies that go through the interoperability framework).

5.2

DATA LAKE

Partners enrich their platform to integrate data lake capabilities:


Indra increases the performance of the Big Data platform by replacing the PostgreSQL placed on the
Data Storage with the Greenplum. Greenplum allows in-memory processes reducing so the
computational time in order to speed up the performance overtaking the issues encountered by the
traditional Data warehouse.



Thales uses the combination of Hadoop and HDFS for the storage and Elasticsearch for its capacity
to index all data and its facility of performing queries to facilitate data exploration.

5.3

“SEMANTIC” DATA LAKE

Initially, the use of graph databases (like GraphDB or Neo4j), was envisioned. However, for Business Analytics,
the current works and tendencies (in particular with deep learning) consist in the integration of structured
information directly in the models, and not in ontologies. Two kinds of works are currently performed to
enrich prediction models using structured data.

5.3.1 Example with train delays
In deliverable ref [6] prediction models are developed to study delays in a transportation network. To go
further, analysis has been done to see how the structure of the network can explain the train delays and how
these delays propagate on the network. Clustering methods, in particular affinity propagation clustering
method1 used to learn a graph structure, are applied on a subway network.
Results are shown in Figure 31, where the method has been applied for “RER D” (the train that goes from
south-east to North-west of Paris and passing by the center of Paris). It can be noticed that the structure
identified is based only on hourly delay correlations, without any kind of geographical information. Results
show that there are striking similarities between this topology and the real geographical topology of the RER
D line. This way, the method allows retrieving structural information without using any ‘ontological’
information regarding the structure of the network.

1

See examples done with sickit-learn at: https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/clustering.html#affinity-propagation
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Figure 31: Structure of train delay correlation for RER D in Paris Area

5.3.2 Example with station usage
The second example aims at using deep learning models and integrating contextual information into the
models. Classical statistical forecasting methods rely on the existence of the temporal correlation between
past and future values. In particular, the auto-regressive component of ARIMA estimators models the relation
between past and future as linear regression. In the deep learning paradigm, Recurrent Neural Networks
have long been used to tackle sequential problems.
However, exogenous factors can greatly influence the observed values and are not taken into account by the
mentioned models. For example, the type of road can drastically change traffic flow predictions, the period
of the year will determine the values of sales time-series. These features are referred to as contextual
information or context.
In this example, we propose to learn context within a recurrent architecture and we introduce contextembedded RNN. An embedding is a mapping of a discrete — categorical — variable to a vector of continuous
numbers. In the context of neural networks, embedding’s are low-dimensional, learned continuous vector
representations of discrete variables. Neural network embeddings are useful because they can reduce the
dimensionality of categorical variables and meaningfully represent categories in the transformed space.
Therefore, for each contextual feature, we concatenate an embedding that is to be learned jointly with the
weights of the network. In these works, we consider two contexts: the spatial context in the form of subway
stations and temporal context through the day of the week and the time of the day. These models, that
integrate contextual information, give better results than classic models and they are particularly useful to
detect quickly deviations from normal situations. The works are detailed in ref [6].

5.3.3 Conclusions from the semantic data lake
These two examples show that structure information can be directly taken into account in the models
without using any ‘ontological’ database
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6

CONCLUSIONS

In this document, the different platforms have been described in terms of layers and components in detail.
In the same line, a summary and comparison of the different platforms at layer level have been provided.
Moreover, a benchmark has been provided to evaluate the scalability of one of them. Additionally, a set of
performance KPIs have been defined for all the platforms and evaluated for one of them, achieving
satisfactory results
The different platforms that will continue to be enriched during the project will be integrated into an operator
portal accessible by operators via a unified access point.
More information on the Operator Portal is provided in CONN-WP1 deliverables and will be provided in next
versions of the document.
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7

SUMMARY OF THE ANSWERS TO THE REVIEWER’S COMMENTS

Table 7: List of answers of the consortium to the reviewer's comments
No. Reviewer comment

Consortium answer

The ontology for business analytics needs to be clearly described

Ontology is detailed in section 2.3.1 for each one of the platforms. In
each ontology, the ontology terms are described indicating the fields of
the database to which apply, a description and the relation with others
terms.

In the presented logical architecture there are aspects presented in the
sequence diagram that need further elaboration/details (e.g. data cleaning in
the pre-processing scenario, data fusion based on which aspects, etc.) if they
are to be followed. If these components are used (as discussed in the review
meeting this the case, they need to be further described in the deliverable)

Logical architecture in section 2.2.2 has been re-written to allow a better
understanding and to clarify how works each one of the scenarios
described.

The data standardisation chapter is empty. Moreover, it is not evident what
the consortium means with standardisation, as for example if it refers to the
data models

Data standardisation is fully described in section 2.3.3 in terms of a data
pre-pre-processing process with the aim clean, normalize and
homogenize and in general improve the quality of the data for the
following ML scenario.

A set of performance KPIs need to be provided for the different phases /
processes of the data architectures

In section 4.3 is described as a set of KPIs for each use case and platform,
distinguishing between each one of the scenarios defined in the logical
architecture
Architectures used are updated and summarised in section 3.7

5

There are several frameworks that are listed and utilized. The architectures
needs to be updated if they use Apache Spark and MLlib and have not been
documented.

6

In terms of the INTRA BA architecture platform, please clarify how (if needed)
streaming analytics will be performed

Streaming analytics layer is described in 3.3.3 and in particular, it is
illustrated in figure 16

1

2

3

4

For the Thales business analytics architecture platform, it would be helpful to
have additional information on the components (e.g. versions of them).

The architecture platform of THALES is a well-known and extended
architecture based on Hortonworks and is defined and described in
section 3.5

8

For the Hitachi business analytics architecture, only minimal information has
been provided. It needs to be extended in the final version

HITACHI NETWORK RAIL STS architecture is defined and described in
section 3.6
The integration of the different platforms is discussed in section 3.7

9

The integration of the different platforms under the operator portal needs to
be detailed in terms of how and which data flows will feed different layers /
phases of the platforms

10

The benchmark results are mostly on visualization aspects. Information
provided also on SQL, but benchmark results would be helpful for the actual
analytics and the different phases (as outlined in the architecture section) to
identify bottlenecks

A reference benchmark for the INDRA architecture is provided in section
4.2 as well as in section 4.3.2 numerical results for the performance KPIs
are provided. Moreover, a benchmark on Pandas and PostgreSQL is
provided in section 4.3.3

It is proposed to check CEPH (object storage) for realizing data lakes.

In chapter 5 is discussed the realization of “semantic” data lakes utilizing
graph databases which the consortium found a more appropriate tool
that the distributed files CEPH

7

11
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